in the sense of distribution under the boundary conditions
shown on the figure. Here 
As is well-known, when
can define a set of orthogonal eigen-functions which permit us to obtain an explicit expression of   , u r  in terms of these eigen-functions. The coefficients in the eigen-function series are determined by using the nonhomogeneous boundary condition given on the boundary r = a (i.e. through   f  ) together with the regularity condition to be stated at r = 0. When , at least one of the functions
and f r must be different from zero in order to have a non trivial solution . In this case it is not possible to define a set of discrete eigen-functions. To overcome such kind of a difficulty, in the midst of the last century some methods, which are effective when the region consists of D 0 , were proposed. Among them we can mention, for example, the finite Sturm-Liouville transforms introduced by Eringen [1] and Churchill [2] , and the finite Mellin transform introduced by Naylor [3, 4] (see also [5] ). The finite Sturm-Liouville transforms are not appropriate in the case considered here because they are based on the set of eigen-functions which can not be defined in the present case. As to the finite Mellin transforms, they are defined as follows (see, for ex., [5, pp. 462-467] 
One can easily check that the first or the second transform is appropriate to reduce the Laplace equation written in the circular polar coordinates to an ordinary differential equation when Dirichlet or Neumann type conditions are prescribed, respectively, on the circular part r = a of the boundary. The inverse transforms consist then of the classical Mellin type integrals. The aim of this note is to show that the transforms of the forms
and
are effective in getting explicit expressions to the solutions of the problems connected with sectionally-harmonic functions defined in D 0 and D  mentioned above when the boundary condition on the arc r = a is homogeneous and of the Dirichlet or Neumann type. The simplicity of these transforms is that their inverses are also given with the same kernel (see Section 2B below). To clarify the essential properties of the representations ((3a), (b)), in what follows we will consider, without loss of generality, the case where n = 1 (see Figures 2 and 3) .
To the best of our knowledge a representation of the form (3b) was first considered by Smythe (see [6, pp. 71-72] ) to find the electrostatic potential due to a line source located parallel to a dielectric wedge for which   0, r   . His discussion is based on moot physical arguments and some particular restrictions. As we will show later on, a representation of the form (3b) is not suitable when   0, r   because only the data known for 
Logarithmic Sine and Cosine Transforms
Let a > 0 be a given constant while 
The proof of these theorems (except Theorem 1) can easily be achieved by using the already known ones through simple transformations (See for example [5] or [7] ). For the sake of fluency of the paper, we prefer to postpone the proofs to the Appendix. In what follows we will denote the inverse transforms given by (5a) and (6a) by 
Application of the operator or for the case of (10b).
An Illustrative
To show the effectiveness of the repr (b)), in what follows we will give an illustrative example which concerns the heat conduction in a two-part composite region shown in (18c) then applying the Green's theorem. In what follo we will assume that (16b) is satisfied (it will be used later on!).
In accordance with the definitions of  ws    and Q , one can write Here we put
If we first insert (20a)-(20c) into ((19a), (19b)) and then use t he Euler formula to write the cos function through exponential functions, then we get
where  is defined with Remark. It is worthwhile to notice here that the convergence of the inverse transform integrals in (22a) and (22b) requires the relation (23). That m tion stated by (23) is in fact a condition for the existence of the solution. One can easily check that this is nothing but (16b) (or (16a) ). This shows that the application of th
Now it is important to observe that the point 0
to be a which is located on the i double pole of the inte ntegration line, seems grands in (22a) and (22b). But because of the relation (16b) these poles are removable. Indeed, the removability of these dition poles requires the con-
which is equivalent to (16b), (21) 
5.
transfo us Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on the circular part of the boundary of wedge shaped domains. 
Thus, from (3a) one gets
Now, by taking into account the ure A1).
From (27b) and (27d) we conclude that for every  0   , however it is small, we can find   This proves the second equality in (4a).
(29a)-(29c) are also valid for r  , which shows the last equality in (4a)
A Proof for Theorem-2
The equalities given in (4b) can be shown by repeating Theorem-1. As to the equality given in (4c), owing to the assumption the reasoning made in proving 
